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Usain, Christian & Anita’s Beijing Masterclasses
Men’s 200m

Men’s Triple Jump

Lightning Bolt strikes Gatlin again
Usain Bolt won his fourth successive 200m title
and 10th world gold to go one ahead of Allyson
Felix, who made it nine earlier in the day.
If Bolt barely won the 100m, he was back to his
dominant self at 200m. He started fast, ran a
great bend, and was clearly leading as they hit
the straight. He was never in danger and won
by two metres in a world-leading 19.55, a time
that only three other men have run faster than.
Justin Gatlin had himself run 19.57 in Eugene
this year but this time in his sixth race, he was
unable to challenge the great Jamaican.
Bolt said: “I am happy. There was no doubt. I
was not focused on time as I was not in shape
for a world record. My four 200m golds is a big
thing, a great accomplishment.”
The battle for the third was more of a fight.
Anaso Jobodwana and Alonso Edward were
initially announced as equal third in 19.87 but a
closer inspection of the photograph revealed
that the South African had got the edge and he
also broke his national record.
There was a further metre back to Britain’s
latest recruit Zharnel Hughes. He had a great
reaction time – the fastest at 0.119 but his bend
meant he was some way back. He finished fast
but couldn’t get on terms with the medallists.
Three years younger than any other finalist, the
20 year-old ran a highly promising PB of
20.02. Only John Regis (19.87 and 19.94
ratified) and Adam Gemili (19.98) have run
quicker amongst Brits. He said: “I’m not
disappointed in myself, I got a PB and made it
to the final, I just wish I could have got a medal
but I guess it’s not my time just yet. I got up a
bit early at the start, but I stayed relaxed and I
tried to hold it and got a PB. People were
saying Bolt isn’t in shape, but he did it in the
100m and came back and smashed it again He
is a phenomenal athlete and he’s a legend.”
Ramil Guliyev, who impressed so much in the
heats, was sixth.
GOLD: Usain Bolt (JAM) 19.55
SILVER: Justin Gatlin (USA) 19.74
BRONZE: Anaso Jobodwana (RSA) 19.87

Taylor-made for Christian aid
The meeting’s superlatives continued with this
great competition until the final round. The two
protagonists had three jumps each of between
17.49m and 17.68m in the opening five rounds.
Then Christian Taylor sailed out to a US
record, world lead and history’s second best
jump a startling 18.21 to scare Jonathan
Edwards and his record 18.29m.
Taylor started with a safe 16.85m, improved to
17.49m, and then a 17.60m which put him
second on countback to Cuban world leader
Pedro Pichardo, who started with 17.52m,
17.44 and 17.60m.
The American went clear with his 17.68m
fourth jump while Pichardo’s best response was
17.52m in the fifth. In the final round Taylor
jumped first and put together segments of
5.96m, 5.84m and 6.41m – the last two sections
were outstanding,
Pichardo had the final jump of the event and his
hop whilst 6.53m his step was a modest 4.96m
and lacking momentum his jump was 6.24m.
At 17.73m, it was his best jump of the day.
2008 Olympic champion Nelson Evora finished
third with a season’s best 17.52m to deny Omar
Craddock’s 17.37m.
GOLD: Christian Taylor (USA) 18.21
SILVER: Pedro Pichardo (CUB) 17.73
BRONZE: Nelson Evora (POR) 17.52
Women’s 400
Felix scats the opposition
Allyson Felix won her ninth gold and 11th
medal as she won the 400m in a PB 49.28. It
was her first 400m gold having been beaten
into second in her previous attempt in 2011.
The three-time 200m champion started at an
incredible pace for the first 150 metres. She
flew past defending champion and double
winner Christine Ohuruogu a lane outside her.
On the bend though as Felix relaxed, the Briton
kicked hard and appeared to be moving much
the faster. As they hit the straight, while Felix
went again, the 2008 Olympic champion from
this track paid for not employing her usual
tactics and waiting for the straight and she went
from second to last in the straight and was a
distraught eighth in 50.63.
She would have needed a season’s best to have
just made the top four but better paced races
brought PBs and medals to Shaunae Miller
(49.67) and Shericka Jackson (49.99). Christine
Day also PB’d in fourth with 50.14.
GOLD: Allyson Felix (USA) 49.26
SILVER: Shaunae Miller (BAH) 49.67
BRONZE: Shericka Jackson (JAM) 49.99

Day 5
Not such a good day for Britain in terms of
qualification but some great performances.
Through qualifying day 5: Oskan-Clarke,
Asher-Smith, Johnson-Thompson, Ugen,
Proctor, Grice, O’Hare, Twell, Porter, Ofili.
Out: Clarke, Lake, Pooley, Sharp, Meadows,
B Williams, Adeoye

Women’s Hammer
Anita harries field with Sophie choice 4th
Anita Wlodarczyk won this at a canter as
expected but she put on a superb show to win
her second world title – she won way back in
2007 and was fifth in 2011 and second in 2013.
The Pole started steadily with a 74.40m which
was still good enough to lead before improving
to 78.52m to sew up the gold in the second
round. The third throw was even better as it
went beyond 80 metres to go second all-time to
her 81.08 world record and in the next round
improved to 80.85m as again the crowd roared.
A 79.31m fifth throw underlined her massive
superiority. The winner said: “I proved I can
throw far at the international events and not
only at home with support of the crowd. I feel
disappointed though as I really hoped for the
world record In Beijing.”
Wenxia Zhang, who has been third three times
previously (and in the 2008 Olympics) went
one better this time. A 75.92m second throw
put her a clear second and she improved to
76.33m in the fourth round.
Alexandra Tavernier of France, the 2012 World
Junior champion and current European U23
champion, took bronze but only just.
All of Sophie Hitchon’s six throws were better
than Tavernier’s second best. Hitchon won the
previous European U23 but no one realistically
expected her to challenge for a medal.
She started with a 71.20m and improved to
71.44 but was down to ninth when she threw in
the third round. The result was a British record
73.65m and she was up to fourth. In the final
round she dropped to fifth but responded
magnificently with 73.86m, to return to fourth
but fall 16cm short of bronze.
It was the best British women’s throws WC
performance since Whitbread’s 1987 gold.
GOLD: Anita Wlodarczyk (POL) 80.85
SILVER: Wenxiu Zhang (CHN) 76.33
BRONZE: Alexandra Tavernier (FRA) 74.02
Women’s long Jump Qualifying
Lorraine chases Spanovic in the works
For the first time ever – Britain had three
qualifiers – we’ve never even had two before.
Lorraine Ugen jumped a superb 6.87m, the best
British jump since Bev Kinch in the 1983 final.
Katarina Johnson-Thompson was 27cm down
on the board of her first jump but got it right on
the second with a 6.79m to also qualify
automatically. UK record holder Shara Proctor
only just qualified with 6.68m but did better
than three time champion Brittney Reese who
was 24th in 6.39m. Ivana Spanovic headed
qualifiers with a Serbian record 6.91m.
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Women’s 5000m qualfiying
Almaz’s thud bugs bunnies
In very hot conditions, the big two, Almaz
Amana (15:09.40) and Genzebe Dibaba
(15:20.82) won their heats picking the pace up
after others had done the work.
Stephanie Twell led until the pace picked up
and finished seventh in 15:34.72. That looked
like it might not be enough but the second heat
was even warmer and she qualified with 10
seconds to spare. Maureen Koster collapsed
while in a qualifying position.
Men’s 110mH semi finals
Merritt award
In fast semis, it took 13.25 to make the final
and three French athletes got through.
World record holder Aries Merritt was the
fastest with 13.08 though Sergey Shubenkov
also impressed with a 13.09. Defending
champion David Oliver was beaten by Dimitri
Bascou – 13.16 to 13.17
Lawrence Clarke improved on his heats time
and ran 13.53 for seventh.
Women’s High jump qualifying
Lake and Pooley sink in qualifying
Thirteen qualified at 1.92m and eight of those
had perfect records.
Both the Brits cleared a respectable 1.89m but
couldn’t join the finalists.
W 800 semis
Sharp objects to the pace
The heats were fast – the final semi saw the
first ever with all runners even 8th breaking two
minutes but unfortunately that was Lynsey
Sharp, who was fractionally ahead at 400 in
57.52 on the shoulder of Eunice Sum but faded
in the last 200m, possibly paying for her fast
heat and start. Her time was 1:59.33.
Former medallist, Jenny Meadows also gave it
a go but faded in the last 200 metres and was
seventh in her heat in 2:00.53.
The revelation was Shelayna Oskan-Clarke
who took almost two seconds off her PB to win
her semi in determined manner in 1:58.86.

Women’s 200m semis
Dina – mite break record in final
Shortly after Hitchon’s UK record, there was
almost another as Dina Asher-Smith looked
superb yet again, relaxing through the line in
the fastest time of 22.12 compared to the 22.10
UK record. She said: “It is great doing well in
the heats but where it counts is the final.”
It was technically the best ever by a 19 year-old
though Felix ran 22.11 as a 17 year-old at
altitude in Mexico, which she never surpassed
again as a teenager.
Bianca Williams ran to form with a 22.87 for
sixth in her race but Margaret Adeoye didn’t
cope with the inside lane and was a clear last in
23.34. Elaine Thompson (22.13) and Dafne
Schippers (22.36) won the other heats.
Men’s Discus qualifying
Dacres of space
Fedrick Dacres headed qualifying with 65.77m
from Piotr Malachowski’s 65.59m.
They were the only two over the automatic
distance of 65 metres – qualifiers included the
defending champion’s brother Christoph
Harding.
Men’s 1500m heats
Silas is golden?
The two Britons qualified but not convincingly.
– Charlie Grice nearly fell on his sub-52 last
lap and finished 4th in 3:43.21- beating sub
3:32 men Gregson and Ingebritsen and
European indoor champion Jakeb Holusa, who
all exited.
Chris O’Hare qualified by right in a faster heat
which saw 11 qualify. He finished fifth in
3:38.43, 0.09 up on the fastest loser.
Heat winners were all Kenyans Silas Kiplagat
(3:38.13), Asbel Kiprop (3:38.97) and Elijah
Manangoi (3:42.57).
Hurdles Heat
Sister Act as Rollins stones opposition
Both the Brits got through. Tiffany Porter was
second fastest with 12.73, winning her heat
while Cindi Ofili was fourth in her heat in
12.97. Brianna Rollins was fastest with 12.67.

Beijing Fri Aug 28 2015
Today’s Timetable
8.30 Women’s 20km walk
9.00 Decathlon 110H
9.45 Men’s HJ qualification
10.05 Men’s Dec LJ (SP 11.15, HJ, 16.15)
19.00 Women’s Jav QT
19.25 Womens100H sf Ofili ht 1, Porter ht 2
19.50 Women’s LJ final – 3 Brits
19.55 Men’s 1500 semis –20.20 Dec 400m
21.00 W200: Dina L4, Thompson L5, Schippers L6)
21.20 M 110H

Quiz Questions
1 Who prior to Beijing have previously broken
44 in the Men’s 400m and lost?
2 What 2 Brits finished 5th in WC W400 final?
3 Who is the only British woman to finish
fourth in a WC 800m final?
4 Which woman topped the world 1500m
rankings 5 times between 2005 and 2010?
5 Which 4 athletes topped world heptathlon
rankings 3 times or more from 1985 and 2014?
Placing Table
1 USA 141; 2 KEN 108; 3 JAM 67; 4 GER 63;
5 CHN 49; 6 POL 47; 7 GBR 46; 8 ETH 39; 9
CAN/CUB 28; 11 RUS 23; 12 FRA 22
Medal table
1 KEN 6 3 2; 2 USA 3 4 5; 3 JAM 3 0 2; 4
GBR 3 0 0; 5 POL 2 1 3; 6 CUB 2 1 0; 7 GER
1 2 2; 8 ETH 1 2 0; 9 CAN 1 1 2; 10 RSA 1 0 1
11 COL/ERI/ESP/CZE 1 0 0
Additional quotes:
Finally a good day for the USA. Felix said: “I
wanted to challenge myself and I’m happy to
be successful. I had to take advantage of my
speed and wanted to control the race. I trusted
in my fitness to bring it home.”
Taylor said: "It was a great fight and I saved it
to my final jump. This track is really special.
When you are that close to a record, it makes
you hungrier. It was so close to the world
record and there is more to come.”
Hichin said: “Fourth is the agonising place but
I couldn’t have done anything more. Two
national records, two PBs in one competition –
I loved it out there and it bodes well for the
future.”

BEIJING TOUR NOTES
BEIJING GUIDED BUS TOUR – Today from 13.45 until 17.45 hrs
We run the second of our 4 hours guided bus tours for our Beijing group today - for those clients that have tickets for Friday 28th March - departing from
the Celebrity International hotel at 13.45 hrs and Oriental Bay hotel at 14.00 hrs. We have two buses and these will both return to the Celebrity IG hotel
for 17.45 hrs ready for the evening competition session. Please be ready at both pick-ups at least 10 minutes before departure.
Please bring your passports as we are hoping to get access to the southern part of Tian’anmen
Square as in recent days it appears this might be possible although this is unofficial.
We know how disappointed many of you have been / are concerning the closure of the Forbidden City and restrictions on access to Tian’anmen Square
but enterprising clients have discovered that access to the Square from the QIANMEN Metro Station on the south side of the Square has been
successful for many and whilst you cannot get as close as you would like to some landmarks any access is better than nothing – you will need your
passport. Similarly good views into the area of the Forbidden City (FC) from JINGSHAN PARK are available. Located just to the north of the FC it is a
lovely park and you can get a real sense of the old and new Beijing from the elevated views that are available from there.

PREDICTION CONTEST
After six days of competition and 27 events long time front runners Hilary Hardie and Allan McLaren are joined at the front by Nikki Holden as many
entrants scored 4 out of 4 in yesterday’s predictions. There are 6 in the following pack just one point behind.
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